
ENJOY THE EXPERIENCE 
IN 4K QUALITY 



IFC Media („IFC“) is a one of the 
major commercial broadcast 
entertainment and media company 
in Europe.

The group’s operations encompass 
entertainment production, content and Pay TV 
distribution, television broadcasting and 
satellite tv production. We operate several 
pay-TV channels for kids, sports, music and 
adults in various markets in CEE. The 
Company has been operating in the region 
since 2009.



EXTASY 4K
EXTASY 4K offers exciting shows from lead-
ing producers of adult entertainment from 
Europe!

The most charming European brunettes, hot young 
girls, debuting amateurs, as well as seductive mature 
women viewers can enjoy all that and much more 
7 days a week!

- First-rate adult entertainment 
- Unique programme composition
- Premiere evenings 
- 4K quality
- Exclusive world-class productions 
- Debuting young girls
- 400 hours of new fresh content per year 
- Over 50 new clips every one
- Catch up TV rights included



THE CONTENT

- Top stars and fresh faces
- Teen (18+)
- Girls with girls
- Multi-ethnic
- Threesome
- Group sex 

- State of the art material
- Cinematic beauty of erotica in 4K quality
- Quality entertainment
- Thematic nights
- Special events
- Multiple weekly premieres

- European babes
- Brunettes
- Blondes
- Reds 
- Amateur...



7
days a week

4K quality24
  hours a day

Catch-Up TV 
-  pause whilst watching 
-  fast-forward 
-  rewind like you would for any video 
-  Catch-Up TV is included in CPS for  
   linear Pay TV distribution 

Extasy 4K is available throughout 
Europe. The channel is distributed via 
Pay TV platforms and satellite.



OUR “LOVES” 

If you are looking for high quality, hardcore, 
adult entertainment look no further than 
EXTASY 4K. 

For its viewers, EXTASY 4K has prepared an inexhaustible 
selection of top-class international hardcore films in cut-
ting-edge quality that will undoubtedly satisfy even the 
most demanding viewers! 



4K ADULT CHANNELS
Extasy 4K is available 
throughout Europe. The chan-
nel is distributed via Pay TV 
platforms and satellite.

Extasy 4K is the first 4K/UHD Porn 
TV channel available via the EUTEL-
SAT 16 E satellite. Broadcast is avail-
able in 4K/UHD, 24/7 in English 
language.          

0:00 Cougar Hunting

2:00 Sexual Exercise - My sloppy hobby

4:00 The Other Therapy

6:00 Never Enough !

8:00 Pornstar Of My Dreams

10:00 Watch Me Cheat

12:00 Beautiful mistress

14:00 Daily dose of excitement

16:00 Sexy Little Sluts affairs

18:00 Changing the game

20:00 Sex Tape

22:00 Hot Exotic Lovers



THANK YOU FOR WATCHING!

IFC Media, s.r.o. 
Landererova 8 811 09 Bratislava 
Slovakia 

IFC Media, s.r.o. 
Korunni 2569/108, Prague 10
Czech Republic


